Procedure to Pair Transmitter to Collar Receiver

Models: 500, 500A, 700, 700A, 800, 800A, 1200 and 1200A

1.) Turn on the Transmitter.
2.) Rotate the intensity dial to “0”.
3.) Turn off the collar receiver. Position the Transmitter ON/OFF Magnetic Red Dot to the Collar Receiver ON/OFF Magnetic Red Dot more than 5 seconds till Green LED of Receiver blinks rapidly.
4.) Press the stimulation buttons “M” and “C” of Transmitter simultaneously within 5 seconds and hold for 2 seconds.
5.) Check for “Do-Me-So” sound from the Receiver for confirmation.

Note: If the “M” and “C” buttons are not pressed within 5 seconds, it is considered a normal power on process.

After successful code setting, existing code will be overwritten.

Models: 300TS, 400TS, 800TS, 1200TS and All Other TS Models

1.) Turn on the Transmitter
2.) Rotate the intensity dial to “0”.
3.) Turn off the collar receiver. Position the Transmitter ON/OFF Magnetic Red Dot to the Collar Receiver ON/OFF Magnetic Red Dot more than 5 seconds till Green LED of Receiver blinks rapidly. For 800TS and 1200TS units, please hold the ON/OFF switch for 5 seconds until green LED light flashes.
4.) Press “S” and “S” buttons of Transmitter simultaneously within 5 seconds.
5.) Check for “Do-Me-So” sound from the Receiver for confirmation.

Note: If the “S” and “S” buttons are not pressed within 5 seconds, it is considered a normal power on process.

After successful code setting, existing code will be overwritten.